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Nursing leadership 'when the chips are down’: 
Fighting a two-front war (from Crimea to Corona)
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History does not repeat itself, but if often rhymes – Mark Twain



Crimean War (1853-1856): when nurses tackled a crisis





The Great War (WO I)



Spanish flu:  again nurses in the frontline

Emergency hospital during influenza epidemic, Camp Funston, Kansas, probably early 1918. (OHA 250: New Contributed Photographs Collection, Otis Historical Archives, National Museum of Health and Medicine)

‘If you would ask me the three things Philadelphia most needs to conquer the epidemic, 
I would tell you, ‘Nurses, more nurses and yet more nurses.’ 1

1. Hanink, E. ‘Nursing during the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918.’ www.workingnurse.com (2018)



Another pandemic

• “Can I seduce you to have safer sex?”

• Again no cure

• Mysterious disease 

• Boosting professionalism

• Visit exhibition House of HIV in 
Amsterdam (40 ‘anniversary’) 

• Nobel price goes to the vaccine…

Picture: Erwin Olaf



Finally COVID-19: CONTAGIOUS! / BESMET!: 



All these crises show:

We are powerful! 

We can take the lead

We are innovative

We do not give up

But there are more fronts!



Critical on nursing leadership



“When the chips are down” (Arendt)



When the going gets tough…(Ocean)*



“When the chips are down” (Arendt)

Human Condtion (1958)
• Work
• Labor
• Action

• Judgment / opinion / politicize

• Action – in the public sphere
• Speak up – be critical

Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963)
• Uncritical toward ‘system’
• Banality of evil







Nursing leadership (my) 
blindspot





Intermezzo: The use of metaphors

Modern nursing is ‘born’ in a war

• COVID as a war & fighting the virus

• Disease-as-war language (TB, Cancer, AIDS)

• Discouraged, silenced, and shamed patients

• With a reason according to Baehr (2006) 

• Expresses someting real, vital, not firvolous

• Articulates collective fear and homage

Baehr, P. (2006). Susan Sontag, battle language and the Hong Kong SARS 
outbreak of 2003. Economy and Society, 35(1), 42-64.



How to ‘fight’ a two front war as an opionleader?

Patient
care

Policy & 
Politics



• Start the (public) debate

• Issue: staff shortage / quality

• We will get less with less

• We can not provide all care possible 
in the future

• Difficult (ethical) discussion

• Difficult because brains always want 
more (Adams et al 2021)

• Extra difficult for nurses because of 
Disposition to care (Lalleman et al 
2018)

• Focus on degrowth in healthcare?

Adams, G. S., Converse, B. A., Hales, A. H., & Klotz, L. E. (2021). People systematically overlook subtractive changes. Nature, 592(7853), 258-261



Start exploring the ‘other’ frontline through shadowing




